
During this difficult time that we are enduring as a society due to COVID-19,  it is very important for
young black men in our community to see an example of someone that has amassed success through
hard work and determination.   It is important for young men to have an example of someone that builds
a successful organization or brand after visualizing it in their mind.

A perfect example of such a man is Malik Dupri.   Malik Dupri is the living embodiment of someone who
has an entrepreneurial spirit.    This was sparked at the tender age of 11.   At that time, Dupri would go
to his nearby Pathmark and buy a bunch of bubble gum so that he can sell it to classmates at his school.
Within 2 months, Malik Dupri’s budding enterprise got really, really big.   Unfortunately, it drew the ire of
his school.   This forced him to stop the venture.

However, Dupri would restart his venture in high school by selling candy successfully.  Malik Dupri’s
entrepreneurship journey was in its early stages.

It also helped that Malik Dupri had his grandmother, Pearl White as an example of an entrepreneur as a
young boy.    Dupri’s grandmother lived in Jamaica and had converted the front of the house to a
mini-deli so that she could sell food and other essentials.   Whenever Malik would visit her, his
grandmother would have Malik assist her in her venture.

Of course, Dupri did not avoid the conventional route completely.   As a senior in high school, he ended
up taking a minimum wage job as a busboy at a catering hall.    His experience at the catering hall
convinced him that he did not want to spend his life working for someone else.

Dupri held quite a few jobs during college.   His specialty was in physical therapy and he had several
internships in various states.    However, his internship with the San Francisco Giants convinced him that
this was not ultimately what he wanted to do.   The time constraints of a full-time career in physical
therapy would take time away from pursuing entrepreneurial ventures.     The conventional route wasn’t
good enough.  He could not abandon his passion.

If one thinks about it, Dupri never abandoned his passion at all.    While he was in graduate school, he
became connected with a friend by the name of Corey Van Dorn after being intrigued by his T-shirt
designs that he was selling in Nebraska.  Dupri bought over $2,000 of Corey Van Dorn t-shirts and ended
up reselling them.  He made 3x his investment in sales within two weeks.

This belief sparked a partnership and Van Dorn.  This partnership led to the birth of a clothing company
called “Savage Ruthless” in 2017.   Savage Ruthless was based off a lyric off of the track called “Bad and
Boujee” by Migos.   Dupri would balance his career in physical therapy while running Savage Ruthless.

Two years after starting Savage Ruthless, he started a company by the name of “Swag Rag”.    Dupri
would make high quality durags with use the same manufacturers that he used for Savage Ruthless.   The
success of Swag Rag allowed Malik Dupri to make a name for himself in the tight-knit “wave” community.
The COVID-19 pandemic put a halt to Malik Dupri’s physical therapy career.  However, it allowed him to
focus on Swag Rag.   As a result, Swag Rag’s monthly sales increased by $25,000 over the course of a
month.

This accomplishment made Malik Dupri realize that he can be a full-time entrepreneur.   In 2020, Malik
Dupri would launch his own personal brand:  Malik Dupri.



In the next few years, Malik is aiming to have his brand in department stores such as Nordstrom.  He
wants to get to the point in which his name is a household name.

Small business owners and future wealth builders have a shining example in Malik Dupri.    Dupri has
some key tips for those that are looking to follow in his footsteps.  For small business owners, Malik
believes that they should not treat their small business like a small business.   Small business owners
should place a high value on their small business as well as their products that they are offering.   For
instance, he does not believe small business owners should be accepting any orders via direct message.
He feels all orders should be done on the company’s website.     He feels that small businesses limit
themselves by doing otherwise.

Additionally, he feels that budding business owners needs to prioritize their personal spending on things
that are going to lead to the growth of the business.    The reason is simple.   The more money you put in
the business, the more capital you will get in return.

Finally, Malik feels that it is quite important that small business owners should keep their emotions out
of their business.   After all, emotional business decisions tend to be bad ones.

In terms of building wealth, Malik Dupri believes that financial discipline is the key.   Additionally, he feels
that a man will have a stronger advantage in terms of building wealth if they have a stable romantic
relationship.  However, the success of a healthy relationship is not centered on money.  It is based on the
foundation of love and respect.

Malik has a unique strategy that one should consider before dating:  Celibacy.   Before Malik decided to
date, Malik decided to be celibate for a whole year so he can know for sure that he does not need sex to
influence his decisions or career choices.   He feels that it is a great option.

Malik feels that success is achieved by goal setting as well as the discipline to do whatever it takes.   He
wants all young men to know that they can achieve anything that they put their mind to.

These gems will definitely aid an individual to become a better small business owner/and or wealth
builder.   It may even lead an individual to become the next Malik Dupri.
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